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** PROGRAMMING HIGHLIGHTS: NOVEMBER 9 – 22 ** 
 

‘THE HOLZER FILES’ TEAM REOPENS THE CASE OF MARYLAND’S HAUNTED 
SURRATT TAVERN, WHERE JOHN WILKES BOOTH HID AFTER THE LINCOLN 

ASSASSINATION  
 

On an All-New Episode of ‘Ghost Nation,’ the Team Investigates a Recent Spike 
in Bizarre Paranormal Activity at a Connecticut Antique Shop 

 
*For photos and assets, please visit Travel Channel’s Press Website 

*Screeners available thru Travel Channel’s Press Screening Room and upon request  

 
 

    NEW EPISODES 
 
DOOMSDAY CAUGHT ON CAMERA 
“Doomsday Caught on Camera” explores shocking weather events and natural disasters including 
volcanoes, earthquakes, hurricanes and tsunamis that have been filmed by individuals and uploaded 
online. These riveting stories are driven by first-person accounts of those who survived these life-
changing events, with supporting expertise from our cast of commentators that includes renowned 
geologists, meteorologists, voices from a theological perspective along with healing/recovery specialists. 
The range of jaw-dropping footage will have you thanking your lucky stars that these doomsday  
events ... didn't happen to you. [Hour-long episodes] 

 
SEASON FINALE: “Avalanche Attack and More” – Premieres Monday, November 9 at 10 p.m. 
ET/PT 
A killer avalanche leaves three friends fighting for their lives at a ski resort. An out-of-this-world 
dust storm swallows an entire city in an instant. A landslide rips away massive chunks of earth 
from a Norwegian shoreline. 
 

PARANORMAL: CAPTURED (U.S. Premiere) 
Viewer-generated clips from around the globe reveal some of the most unnerving paranormal incidents 
ever to be captured on camera. A panel of experts analyze the shocking footage as they attempt to 
explain the impossible. [Hour-long episodes] 

 
“House In the Cemetery” – Premieres Wednesday, November 11 at 10 p.m. ET/PT 
Paranormal investigator Jayne Harris seeks undeniable proof of supernatural activity in an 
unusual home. Plus, a Sasquatch chills out on a mountain in Utah, and an ominous apparition 
lurks in the shadows of an abandoned house. 
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“Body In the Well” – Premieres Wednesday, November 18 at 10 p.m. ET/PT 
Paranormal investigator Lee Roberts is enlisted to capture proof of a ghostly girl haunting a 
Welsh shop. Plus, an evil entity terrorizes a home in the United Kingdom, and a bizarre creature 
prowls a Canadian forest. 
 

WORLD'S MOST UNEXPLAINED (U.S. Premiere) 
Is Elvis still alive? Has extraterrestrial life really visited Earth? Is it possible that some people see religious 
statues move or bear the crucifixion wounds of Jesus? Experts and eyewitnesses explore some of the 
most extraordinary happenings in recent history that science can’t explain. [Hour-long episodes] 
 
 “Otherworldly Visitors” – Premieres Wednesday, November 11 at 11 p.m. ET/PT 

Experts investigate the otherworldly origins of crop circles and a never-ending stream of ghost 
sightings in a picturesque English town. 
 
“Supernatural Sightings” – Premieres Wednesday, November 18 at 11 p.m. ET/PT 
Experts investigate reports of moving Virgin Mary statues in Ireland and question whether the 
stigmata phenomenon is a miracle or hoax. 
 

GHOST ADVENTURES 
In each episode of “Ghost Adventures,” Zak Bagans and Aaron Goodwin, along with A/V techs Billy 
Tolley and Jay Wasley, travel to a different haunted destination where they meet with locals, 
eyewitnesses and experts in an attempt to piece together the haunted history of each site. They then 
begin their “lockdown” investigation, using the latest scientific gadgets and technology in an effort to 
obtain physical evidence of the paranormal and uncover the truth behind each haunted mystery. [Hour-
long episodes] 

 
“El Rancho Hotel” – Premieres Thursday, November 12 at 9 p.m. ET/PT 
Zak Bagans and the crew investigate a historic New Mexico hotel where a spike in paranormal 
activity has caused several employees to quit. The guys suspect the dark wave of supernatural 
energy was unleashed after a demonic ritual was conducted on the property. 

 
 “Painted Lady Brothel” – Premieres Thursday, November 19 at 9 p.m. ET/PT 

The “Ghost Adventures” crew travels to Albuquerque, New Mexico, to investigate a former 
brothel and saloon inhabited by an aggressive male spirit. The vicious entity pushes Zak Bagans 
and the guys to their limits as they try to get to the bottom of the haunting and save the owner 
from further harm. 
 

“THE HOLZER FILES”  
After a groundbreaking freshman run, “The Holzer Files” returns with all-new investigations, from the 
trail of John Wilkes Booth in Maryland to a serial killer in Ohio. Led by investigator Dave Schrader, 
psychic medium Cindy Kaza and equipment technician Shane Pittman, “The Holzer Files” investigates 
terrifying true hauntings from the recently discovered case files of America’s first ghost hunter, Dr. Hans 
Holzer. Recognized as the “father of the paranormal,” Holzer’s legendary four-decade exploration into 
disturbing hauntings like the Amityville Horror house helped spawn legions of supernatural enthusiasts, 
more than 120 books and even inspired Dan Aykroyd and Harold Ramis to write “Ghostbusters.” Now, 
with the help of Holzer’s daughter, Alexandra Holzer, Travel Channel exclusively reopens Holzer’s most 
captivating case files – digging into thousands of documents, letters, photographs and chilling audio and 
visual recordings dating back to the 1950s. [Hour-long episodes] 
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“Death to Tyrants” – Premieres Thursday, November 12 at 10 p.m. ET/PT  
The team reopens the file on the Surratt Tavern in Clinton, Maryland, where John Wilkes Booth 
hid after fatally shooting Abraham Lincoln in 1865. Tapes from the case reveal Hans Holzer’s 
medium channeling "a madman in the family" who shares the name of the infamous assassin. 

 
“Final Word” – Premieres Thursday, November 19 at 10 p.m. ET/PT  
Between 1960 and 1975, Hans Holzer conducted several investigations of Franklin Castle, one of 
America's most haunted houses. Strangely, he refused to publish his findings. The team travels 
to Ohio to uncover why he intentionally buried the mysterious case. 
 

GHOST NATION 
Jason Hawes, Steve Gonsalves and Dave Tango are back for more adventures to the other side in a new 

season of “Ghost Nation.” This season’s locations have bigger mysteries, are more chilling and have 

never been investigated on television. And this time, they are calling in an old friend for some help – 

paranormal investigator Shari DeBenedetti. On all investigations, collecting evidence is just the 

beginning. With the help of their local contacts, they’re going to embed themselves in the community, 

conducting multi-day investigations in an effort to track down the true source of these hauntings and 

restore peace to the living. Under the United Paranormal Research Organization (UPRO) banner, local 

paranormal groups will join the team as they employ new devices and techniques for confronting and 

questioning spirits. They’ll do whatever it takes to entice the ghost into telling its story and stop at 

nothing to get to the bottom of the paranormal phenomena. [Hour-long episodes] 

 “Antique Shop of Horrors” – Premieres Saturday, November 14 at 9 p.m. ET/PT 
Jason Hawes, Steve Gonsalves, Dave Tango and Shari DeBenedetti investigate a recent spike in 
bizarre paranormal activity at an antique shop in Bozrah, Connecticut. With customers too 
frightened to return, the owner is desperate for answers before she is forced to shut her doors 
for good. 
 
“Stairway to Hell” – Premieres Saturday, November 21 at 9 p.m. ET/PT 
Jason Hawes, Steve Gonsalves, Dave Tango and Shari DeBenedetti join Dave’s dad, Bruce, to 
investigate paranormal claims at the Burrowes Mansion in Matawan, New Jersey. Mysterious 
markings on the attic walls may hold the key to unlocking the disturbances 
 

DESTINATION FEAR 
Buckle up for another fright-fueled season of “Destination Fear” – a haunted road trip turned terrifying 
sleepover. Brother and sister duo, Dakota Laden and Chelsea Laden, and best friend Tanner Wiseman, 
along with camera operator Alex Schroeder, confront their fears once again, as they pile into their RV 
and hit the road on a nail-biting cross-country journey to pursue paranormal evidence, spending the 
night inside America’s most haunted abandoned buildings. Lured by the unknown and with a greater 
understanding of fear, the crew explores a whole new set of abandoned locations with grim histories – 
only this time the destinations remain a surprise, not just to Chelsea and Tanner, but to Dakota as well, 
as they each take turns picking a haunted hot spot, challenging each other in unique ways. [Hour-long 
episodes]  
 

“Joliet Prison” – Premieres Saturday, November 14 at 10 p.m. ET/PT 
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It's sweet revenge for Chelsea Laden when she takes the team to Chicago's historic and utterly 
terrifying Joliet Prison. Terrible things happen once they separate inside its imposing walls, and 
one member experiences their most sickening night ever. 

 

“Rolling Hills Asylum” – Premieres Saturday, November 21 at 10 p.m. ET/PT 
Dakota Laden forces Tanner Wiseman to confront his greatest fear when he leads the team to 
an upstate New York asylum said to be haunted by the spirit of a 7-foot-tall man. The unique 
investigation causes them to completely re-evaluate everything they’ve ever believed about 
fear. 

 
PARANORMAL CAUGHT ON CAMERA 
Some of the most amazing, eye-opening and downright scary paranormal videos from around the world 
are featured as a panel of experts breaks down the footage and analyzes what exactly the eyewitnesses 
captured. Insights from some of the most knowledgeable specialists in the field and firsthand accounts 
from the people lucky enough – or perhaps unlucky enough – to witness these strange phenomena for 
themselves just might make a believer of even the biggest skeptics out there. [Hour-long episodes] 

 
 “Haunted Teddy Bear and More” – Premieres Sunday, November 15 at 9 p.m. ET/PT 

A tenacious teddy bear terrorizes twins in Texas. A man is tormented by a vengeful spirit in an 
abandoned garage. A woman fears an alien invasion outside her window in California. 
 
“Teen Vampire and More” – Premieres Sunday, November 22 at 9 p.m. ET/PT 
A young man stuns his friends with a vampiric transformation. A man witnesses a possible alien 
invasion in California. A popular app leads a Canadian college student to a haunted location. 

 

UPCOMING PROGRAMMING MARATHONS 
*All times are ET/PT 
 
Monday, November 9 
“My Ghost Story” – 8am-5pm 
 
Tuesday, November 10 
“True Terror with Robert Englund” – 12-5pm 
“The Dead Files” – 5pm-4am 
 
Wednesday, November 11 
“My Paranormal Nightmare” – 8am-5pm 
“Paranormal Caught on Camera” – 5pm-10pm 
 
Thursday, November 12 
“The Holzer Files” – 8am-12pm 
“Ghost Adventures” – 12pm-4am 
 
Friday, November 13 
“My Haunted House” – 8am-6pm 
“Ghost Adventures” – 6pm-10pm 
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Saturday, November 14 
“Ghost Nation” – 6pm-10pm 
 
Sunday, November 15 
“Paranormal Caught on Camera” – 12pm-10pm 
 
Monday, November 16 
“Witches of Salem” – 8am-12pm 
“Haunted Hospitals” – 12pm-5pm 
 
Tuesday, November 17 
“Paranormal Survivor” – 8am-5pm 
“The Dead Files” – 5pm-4am 
 
Wednesday, November 18 
“Hotel Paranormal” – 8am-3pm 
“Paranormal Caught on Camera” – 5pm-10pm 
 
Thursday, November 19 
“Portals to Hell” – 8am-12pm 
“Ghost Adventures” – 12pm-4am 
 
Friday, November 20 
“Haunted Towns” – 8am-6pm 
“Ghost Adventures” – 6pm-4am 
 
Saturday, November 21 
“Paranormal: Captured” – 7am-12pm 
“Believers” – 12pm-7pm 
“Ghost Nation” – 7pm-10pm 
 
Sunday, November 22 
“The Alaska Triangle” – 7am-12pm 
“Paranormal Caught on Camera” – 12pm-10pm 
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For Travel Channel: 
Stephanie Sarcona, Stephanie_Sarcona@discovery.com, 516.551.8249 
Caryn Schlossberg, Caryn_Schlossberg@discovery.com, 917.273.5792 
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Press Screening Room: TravelChannel.com/PressScreeningRoom 
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